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tent word use in terms of punctuation, cognitive, and social words, 
was predicted by similarity and evaluations. For example, partici-
pants showed less mimicry of cognitive words when they shared 
negative as opposed to positive evaluations with a similar audience. 
These differences in mimicry predicted important outcomes for par-
ticipants in terms of their liking of the coffee shop and their liking of 
the other reviewer. Increased style mimicry increased participants’ 
liking of their experience, while mimicry of social words decreased 
their liking. Most importantly, the more participants mimicked their 
audience’s content words, the more they liked the audience.

We provide the first examination of linguistic mimicry in mar-
keting. Using field and experimental data, we investigate the ante-
cedents and consequences of linguistic mimicry; we find the first 
evidence that linguistic mimicry is predicted by whom one’s audi-
ence is, and that mimicry has consequences for consumers’ evalu-
ations of their own experiences as well as their relationships with 
other consumers. Several other studies, involving both lab and field 
data, are in the planning stage. This project contributes to theory and 
methodology in both marketing and psychology, and will lead to im-
portant conclusions for managers as well as for consumers engaged 
in online WOM. Further, it should open the door for other research 
in this area.

Temporal Contiguity and the Negativity 
Bias in Online Reviews

ExTENDED ABSTRACT
Online Word-of-Mouth (WOM) is as an important information 

source for consumers (Chevalier and Mayzlin 2006). However, not 
all reviews have similar effects on consumer behavior. Although pos-
itive reviews tend to more prevalent than negative reviews (Fowler 
and Avila 2009), they have less impact than negative reviews on 
product sales (Chevalier and Mayzlin 2006) and evaluations (Herr, 
Kardes, and Kim 1991). While many have documented the dispro-
portionate impact of negative information (Fiske 1980), little atten-
tion has been paid to factors that take away the negativity bias.  

One explanation for a negativity bias in online reviews is that 
positive reviews are more likely to be seen as self-serving. In par-
ticular, readers may infer that the writers of positive reviews are try-
ing to feel good about their purchase decisions and demonstrate their 
good taste. Writers of highly positive reviews may also be seen as 
less discerning (Schlosser 2005). In other words, positive reviews 
are less likely to be seen as “caused” by the product or service ex-
perience. Negative reviews, on the other hand, are more likely to be 
viewed as caused of the reviewer’s experience since there are less 
self-serving reasons to write negative reviews. This suggests that 
cues that enhance the causal connection between product or service 
experiences and the review should increase the perceived usefulness 
of positive reviews.

Attributions of causality are often based on temporal contigu-
ity between input and output events (Michotte 1963). For example, 
perception of causality between two physical events (e.g., ball A hit-
ting ball B and ball B moves) is reduced when temporal contiguity is 
missing (Michotte 1963). This suggests that the presence of cues to 
temporal contiguity between product experience and product review 
will enhance the perceived usefulness of positive reviews. We test 
these ideas in three studies. 

Study 1 examined the effect of temporal contiguity cues on 
the perceived usefulness of positive and negative reviews on a real 
website. Over 65,000 restaurant reviews were collected from the 
popular website Yelp. For each review, we used a computer program 
to determine the presence of keywords indicating temporal contigu-

ity. Hand coding a sample of 500 reviews showed that the computer 
program correctly coded over 90% of reviews. Review valence (1-5 
stars, with 5 being best) served as the other primary independent 
variable of interest and the number of people finding the review help-
ful served as the dependent measure. In support of our predictions, 
a negative binomial regression shows that the presence of temporal 
contiguity cues moderate the relationship between review valence 
and usefulness. In reviews written without temporal contiguity cues, 
review usefulness is negatively related to review valence. However, 
in reviews written with temporal contiguity cues, there is a non-sig-
nificant relationship between valence and usefulness. 

Although the secondary data supports our predictions, one 
might argue that temporal contiguity cues decrease the usefulness 
of negative reviews rather than increase the usefulness of positive 
reviews as we have hypothesized. To examine this possibility, we 
conducted a lab study (Study 2a). Using a lab study also addresses 
potential self-selection issues in the secondary data. The lab study 
manipulated review valence at two levels (positive vs. negative) and 
also manipulated the presence of temporal continuity cues (present 
or absent) between-subjects. Participants were randomly assigned 
to one of the four experimental conditions in which they first read 
then evaluated a restaurant review. Results show that the presence 
of temporal contiguity cues significantly increased the usefulness of 
positive, but not negative, reviews. This provides evidence for the 
prediction that temporal contiguity cues increase the usefulness of 
positive reviews more than negative reviews. 

An additional lab study (Study 2b) examined how temporal 
contiguity cues affect reader attributions. Respondents were random-
ly assigned to read one of the four reviews used in study 2A. After 
reading the reviews, review attributions of the causes for the review 
were measured on Likert scales. Confirming our proposals, partici-
pants felt more strongly that positive (versus negative) reviews were 
caused by the reviewer. In addition, the presence of temporal conti-
guity cues reduced attributions that reviews were caused by the re-
viewer for positive but not negative reviews. 

Although the negativity bias is well documented word-of-
mouth and other contexts, this research is the first to demonstrate a 
way to overcome this bias by changing consumer attributions about 
the motivations of word-of-mouth providers. In particular, simple 
textual cues to temporal contiguity can remove differences in the 
perceived usefulness of positive and negative reviews. Our examina-
tion of temporal contiguity cues in secondary data and lab studies 
documents and explains these effects.

Persuading Others Online: 
The Consumer as Media Planner

ExTENDED ABSTRACT
Although substantial research has studied what people post on 

the Internet, little attention has been paid to the question of where 
consumers post. In this paper, we examine how consumers decide 
where to post their consumption experience. We suggest that given 
the plethora of choices about where to post, consumers must become 
intuitive media planners for scheduling their online messages. As 
media planners, they must access their intuitive theories or persua-
sion knowledge (Friestad &Wright, 1994) about which type of web-
site or forum may allow their post to achieve maximal impact. 

We examine the posting choice of consumers whose motive is 
to influence others, either for intrinsic reasons, such as self-enhance-
ment, or for extrinsic reasons, such as being hired by a buzz agent. 
We expect that an influence motive activates persuasion knowledge. 
Within the context of an online discussion website, we focus on the 
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decision of which specific forum to post in. We categorize forums 
into two groups: those with a more homogeneous audience with high 
brand loyalty (e.g., Nikon Forum), and those with heterogeneous 
audience with neutral attitude toward different brands (e.g., Digital 
Camera Open Forum). 

We propose that consumers use persuasion knowledge to 
choose a forum based on two factors: valence of the post (positive 
or negative message) and the nature of the consumption experience 
(e.g., utilitarian or hedonic), both of which affect the post’s ability to 
draw attention and convince others (Godes & Mayzlin, 2009). We 
propose that negative messages are likely to be more salient on ho-
mogeneous forums, while positive messages may be more salient 
on heterogeneous forums. In addition, the nature of the experience 
(hedonic vs. utilitarian) should moderate this effect. Specifically, 
while product evaluations that reflect utilitarian benefits are likely to 
focus on functional and objective attributes, product evaluations that 
reflect hedonic benefits are likely to focus on subjective experience 
(Sen & Lerman, 2007). As a result, a post of subjective but negative 
brand experience may be less convincing on a brand forum, where 
people are high in brand loyalty, than on a product category forum, 
where people have low brand loyalty and are more open to different 
opinions. Similarly, a post of subjective but positive experience may 
be highly supported on a brand forum rather than a product category 
forum. 

We conducted three experiments to test our hypotheses. Study 1 
tests the basic premise that influence-motivated posters will choose 
a different forum based on message valence after having a utilitarian 
consumption experience. All participants were asked to imagine they 
just purchased a Dell laptop with either positive or negative experi-
ence and they wanted to post their experience for one of the three 
types of influential motive: self-enhancement, persuasion, or reward-
seeking. In the self-enhancement condition, participants were told 
that their goal was to choose a website such that “forum users will 
be interested in your post and consider you a knowledgeable expert”. 
In the persuasion condition, the participants’ goal was to choose a 
website such that “forum users’ purchase decisions will be affected 
by your post”. In the reward-seeking condition, participants were 
told that they were paid to post to make some impact. The results 
show that participants across all three influence motives preferred 
a homogeneous forum (Dell Review Forum) when posting positive 
experiences but preferred a heterogeneous forum (Computer Review 
Forum) when posting negative experiences. In addition, measures of 
persuasion knowledge revealed that participants made their choices 
based on the audience characteristics of the two forums.

Study 2 examined whether the type of consumption experience 
(utilitarian or hedonic) moderated the results. We assessed partici-
pants’ focal consumption experience by measuring their relative in-
terests in watching either a fun or useful cooking video. We then 
manipulated message valence by playing either a fun or useful video 
such that watching a matching video would lead to a positive review 
and mismatching videos would lead to a negative review. After writ-
ing the review, participants saw two forum options for posting and 
indicated their forum choice and relative preferences. A 2 (consump-
tion experience) x 2 (message valence) ANOVA on relative prefer-
ences (1: Chef Forum - homogeneous; 10: General Cooking Forum 
- heterogeneous) revealed a significant interaction (F (1, 130) = 8.79, 
p < .01). Specifically, in the utilitarian conditions, the significant 
contrast between positive and negative valence replicated our find-
ing in study 1 (M positive = 6.80 vs. M negative = 5.51; F (1,130) = 4.49, p 
< .04). In contrast, in the hedonic conditions, we found a significant 
contrast between positive and negative valence that flipped the pat-
tern (M positive = 4.83 vs. M negative = 6.45; F (1,130) = 4.43, p < .04). 

Study 3 further examined the process by manipulating posting 
motive as either to influence or to affiliate with others. The study 
showed that the predicted effects occurred only in the influence mo-
tive condition, suggesting that persuasion knowledge underlies these 
effects.

The paper makes two major contributions. First, to our knowl-
edge, this is the first paper in the consumer behavior literature to 
consider where consumers post. Second, the paper demonstrates that 
consumers may act as intuitive media planners when posting their 
online messages. Thus, when they have an influence motive, they 
use persuasion knowledge to choose a posting forum that will be 
most effective in persuading others to their viewpoints. This extends 
the literature on persuasion knowledge to a media planning context. 
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